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Campaign Title: Beautiful Hair Whatever the Weather  

 
Brand: Pantene 

 
Company(s) Involved: Arc Worldwide, Starcom 

 

Category: Fashion, Style & Beauty 

 

 
Summary 
 
Pantene was losing its way and, in a very cluttered category, it was struggling to 

stay top of mind and relevant. We needed to show our shopper that Pantene could 
solve her needs by making the brand’s core products relevant to her at the moment 

when she’s most frustrated and ready to make a change.  
 
Through in-depth shopper research, we were able to gain a clear understanding of 

our shopper’s key decisions and interactions along her entire path to purchase, 
including where she’s likely to go to solve for bad hair days. We then tapped into a 

series of insights to predict when those bad hair day triggers are likely to occur in 
order to intercept our shopper with a relevant solution at her most receptive 
moment. We learned that one of the biggest culprits of her hair hate was the 

weather—in part because of its uncontrollable, unpredictable nature.  
 

We built contextually relevant messages that sent our shopper to the right retailer, 
Walgreens, where Pantene solved her hair hate. In the end, we positively impacted 
the brand, while strengthening the retail partner relationship. And, most 

importantly, we helped our shopper regain control of her hair when she needed it 
most. 

 
 
 

Marketing Challenge 
 
Pantene was not on her mind and not in her shower 
 

In January 2013, after more than 70 years of helping women achieve luscious, 
beautiful locks, haircare giant Pantene found itself struggling for relevance in an 

increasingly crowded category. More than 300 new haircare SKUs would launch 
before the end of the month, and the brand needed to stand out in a saturated, 
competitive landscape.  
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Worse, Pantene was challenged with consumers and retailers alike. Needing to stay 
top-of-mind at the critical point of purchase, the brand sought ways to stand out. 
Especially at one of the hair care category’s most lucrative retail distribution 

channels, drug.  
 

In order to keep retail partners happy, Pantene needed to re-engage the shopper 
and restore her faith in the brand. And yet, with no new products to announce and 
no real news to tout, options were few.  

 
That’s when we came in to help. 
 

 
 
 
Methodology 
 
We began with a review of the cornerstone insight for our shopper. But we needed 
to validate our understanding of how this insight connected to her shopping trigger 
and how that trigger manifested itself and impacted her total holistic shopper 

journey— both on and offline.  
 

We employed a proprietary research approach called ShopperScopeSM to capture the 
many nuances of her shopping behaviors, unarticulated needs & underlying 
motivations.  

 
Our research revealed that, depending on her motivation, she operates in one of 

three different shopping modes. Given Pantene’s predicament of not being top-of-
mind, we determined the best mode to reach her.  

 
In this mode, our shopper “hates her hair” and she needs a “quick fix.”  This forces 
her to make decisions based on convenience and drives her most often to the drug 

channel.  But it wasn’t enough to just send her to the drug store for a solution. We 
needed to understand what was at the core of this hair hate and create a program 

that would truly resonate with how she was feeling.  We brainstormed all the 
possible factors that might cause her hair hate. The one factor rose above the rest 
was weather because of its uncontrollable nature.  While she knew weather 

wreaked havoc on her hair, she didn’t do anything about it because she felt like she 
was at the mercy of it.   

 

 
 

 

 
Creative Execution 

 
Since our shopper couldn't control Mother Nature, she needed a quick solution that 

could help her predict and plan for it. Given our challenge, we needed to show her 
that Pantene could help her solve those ‘I hate my hair’ weather moments by 
connecting her to an immediate solution. Our core idea centered on positioning 

Pantene as the authority on weather related hair solutions and Walgreens, the 
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largest drugstore, as the destination for connecting her to her immediate solution. 
To do this, we delivered a real-time “haircast” to her to help her get “beautiful hair, 

whatever the weather.” 
 

We partnered with the Weather Channel to lend credibility and scale and played into 
her behavior of daily weather checks to connect her to her haircast—one that 
connected her to the right Pantene solution.  

 
Since she accesses her weather forecast from multiple platforms throughout the 

day, we planned a robust, holistic media partnership that included mobile, tablet, 
desktop, and TV. All messages drove her to her closest Walgreens. Once she was in-
store, she was met with a breakthrough display arranged by weather condition.  

 
To generate further buzz around the program, we sent haircast kits to local 

meteorologists and beauty influencers, inviting them to kick off the #haircast social 
conversation.  
 
We rounded out the program with a haircasting event at the Walgreens Times 
Square location featuring our celebrity stylist Danilo giving haircast styling tips. 
 
 

 
 
Business Impact 

 
By starting with our shopper and uncovering true shopper insights that leveraged 

her existing behavior, we were able to drive higher engagement than previous 
programs while also driving purchase intent.  
 

The thoughtful research and insights gave confidence to Walgreens to grant Pantene 
incremental merchandising. 

 
For Walgreens, we lifted their entire haircare category and bolstered the retailer’s 

confidence in Pantene.  
 
The campaign was able to create a great social conversation for the brand too 

around her haircast and the campaign even caught the eye of The Wall Street 
Journal, helping drive further buzz for the brand and coverage for our retail partner. 

 
In the end, we helped Pantene stand out in a cluttered category.  
 


